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Hyperon Polarization and Single Spin Left-Right Asymmetry
in Inclusive Production Processes at High Energies
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It is shown that the polarization of hyperons observed in high energy collisions using unpolarized
hadron beams and unpolarized nucleon or nuclear targets is closely related to the left-right asymmetries
observed in single spin inclusive hadron production processes. The relationship is most obvious for the
production of the hyperons which have only one common valence quark with the projectile. Examples
of this kind are given. Further implications of the existence of large polarization for a hyperon
which has two valence quarks in common with the projectile and their consequences are discussed.
A comparison with the available data is made. Further tests are suggested. [S0031-9007(97)04459-1
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Since the discovery of the striking hyperon polarizatio
(PH ) in inclusive production processes at high energie
[1], there has been much interest in studying the orig
of this effect, both experimentally [2] and theoretically
[3]. It is now a well-known fact [1,2] that hyperons pro-
duced in high energy hadron-hadron collisions are pola
ized transversely to the production plane, although neith
the projectiles nor the targets are polarized. Experime
tal results for different kinds of hyperons in different re
actions at different energies show the following strikin
characteristics: (1)PH is significant in, and only in, the
fragmentation regions of the colliding objects; (2)PH de-
pends on the flavor quantum numbers of the produc
hyperon; (3)PH in the projectile fragmentation region de-
pends very much on the flavor quantum numbers of th
projectile but little on those of the target.

More recently, striking left-right asymmetries (AN ) have
been observed [4–7] in single-spin hadron-hadron col
sions. The available data for inclusive production of dif
ferent mesons and of theL hyperon show very much the
same characteristics as those forPH : we can simply re-
placePH by AN in (1)–(3) above. Not only these striking
similarities but also the following reasonings strongly sug
gest that these two phenomena should be closely rela
to each other. We noteAN fi 0 implies that the direc-
tion of transverse motion of the produced hadron depen
on the polarization of the projectile. For example, fo
p1 in ps"d 1 p ! p1 1 X, AN . 0 [5,6]; this means
that the producedp1 has a large probability to go left
looking downstream if the projectile is upwards polar
ized. PH fi 0 means that there exists a correlation be
tween the direction of transverse motion of the produce
hyperon (H) and the polarization of this hyperon. We re
call thatPH is defined with respect to the production plan
and, e.g.,PL , 0 in p 1 p ! L 1 X means that theL’s
which are going left (looking downstream) have a large
probability to be downwards polarized. We see that bo
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phenomena show the existence of a correlation betwe
transverse motion and transverse polarization. Hence,
less we insist onassumingthat the polarization of the pro-
duced hyperons in the projectile fragmentation region
independent of that of the projectile—which would in pa
ticular contradict the empirical fact recently observed b
E704 Collaboration [6] forL production—we are practi-
cally forced to accept thatAN andPH are closely related
to each other.

The close relation betweenAN andPH is most obvious
in the case in which the produced hyperon (H) has only
one valence quark in common with the projectile. In th
case, the beam fragmentation region is dominated by
hadronization product that contains this common valen
quark. To see whether such hyperon is polarized and
yes, how largePH is, we recall the following.

(I) The existence ofAN in single-spin reactions shows
that the polarization of the valence quark and the tran
verse moving direction of the produced hadron containi
this valence quark are closely related to each other:
data [4–7] show that meson (e.g.,p, h, or K) containing
qP

y and a suitable anti-sea-quarkq̄T
s have a large probabil-

ity to go left if qP
y is upwards polarized. (Here,P or T

denotes projectile or target,y or s valence or sea.) Hence
if the produced meson is going left, the correspondingqP

y

should have a large probability to be upwards polarize
We assume that this is also true for the produced bary
which contains such aqP

y and a sea diquark.
(II) Recent measurement [8] ofL polarization from

Z0 decay by ALEPH Collaboration shows that, in th
longitudinally polarized case, quark polarization remain
the same before and after the hadronization. We assu
that this is true not only forL production but also for
other hyperons and also in the transversely polarized ca

We note that both (I) and (II) are direct extension
of the experimental observations. They can also be
rectly tested by performing further experiments, e.g., b
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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measuringAN in ps"d 1 p ! H 1 X andPH in the cur-
rent fragmentation region ofe2 1 ps"d ! e2 1 H 1 X
for H  S2 (or J0, or J2), respectively. [Here,ps"d
denotes a transversely polarized proton.] Theoretical
whether (II) is true depends on the detailed mechanis
of hadronization, which is in general of soft nature an
at present can only be described using phenomenolog
models. It can easily be seen that (II) is indeed true in t
popular models such as the LUND model [9]. The validit
of (I) has been a puzzle for a long time and a number
models have been proposed [10] recently, which can g
rise to suchAN ’s. Yet, which one is more appropriate is
still in debate. Since the purpose of this paper is to d
cuss the relationship betweenPH andAN independent of
these models, we will just take (I) and (II) as assumptio
and show thatPH in unpolarizedpp collisions can be de-
termined uniquely using these two points. This is qui
straightforward: SincePH is defined with respect to the
production plane, we need only to consider, e.g., those
perons which are going left and check whether they a
upwards (or downwards) polarized. According to (I),
the hyperon is going left,qP

y should have a large proba-
bility to be upwards polarized. This means, by choosin
those hyperons which are going left, we obtain a su
sample of hyperons which are formed byqP

y ’s that are
upwards polarized with suitable sea diquarks. Accor
ing to (II), these valence quarks remain upwards polariz
in the produced hyperons. This, together with the wa
function of the hyperon, determines whether the hype
ons are polarized and, if yes, how large the polarizatio
are. To demonstrate this explicitly, we considerp 1 p !

S2 1 X. Here, the dominating contribution in the frag
mentation region is theS2 made out of the common va-
lence quarkdP

y and a sea diquarksdsssdT , and the wave
function of S2 is jS2"l  1

2
p

3
f3d"sdsd0,0 1 d"sdsd1,0 2p

2d#sdsd1,1g, where the subscripts of the diquarks are the
total angular momenta and the third components. We s
that if dP

y is upwards polarized,S2 has a probability of5y6
(1y6) to be upwards (downwards) polarized. Hence, w
obtain that theS2 which contains thedP

y and asdsssdT is
positively polarized and the polarization iss5y6dC [where
0 , C , 1 is the difference [11,12] between the proba
bility for B made out ofqP

y and sqsqsdT to go left and
that to go right ifqP

y is upwards polarized]. Similar analy-
sis can also be done for other hyperons. We obtain, e
that bothJ2 andJ0 produced inpp collisions are nega-
tively polarized and the polarization is2Cy3, which im-
plies that their magnitudes are smaller than that ofPS2 .
Since hyperons containing theqP

y ’s dominate only at large
xF (xF ; 2pky

p
s, wherepk is the longitudinal momen-

tum of the produced hyperon,
p

s is the total c.m. energy
of the colliding hadron system), we expect that the ma
nitudes ofPH increase with increasingxF and the above
mentioned results are their limits atxF ! 1. All these are
consistent with the data [1,2].

Without any other input, we obtained also many furth
direct associations, in particular the following: (A)PL
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in the beam fragmentation region ofK2 1 p ! L 1 X
is large and is, in contrast to that inpp collisions,
positive in sign. This is because, according to the
wave function,jL"l  s"sudd0,0, the polarization ofL is
entirely determined by thes quark. Here, the dominating
contribution is theL which contains thesP

y of K2 and
a suitablesusdsdT , and sP

y should have large probability
to be upwards polarized ifL goes left. (B)PL in the
beam fragmentation region ofp6 1 p ! L 1 X should
be negative and the magnitude should be very sma
This is because the dominating contribution here is th
L containing theuP

y (or dP
y ) of p1 (or p2) and a suitable

sdsssdT [or a susssdT ]. Although theuP
y (or dP

y ) should
have a large probability to be upwards polarized ifL goes
left, L itself remains unpolarized, since its polarization is
determined solely by thes quark. A smallPL is expected
only from the decay ofS0. (C) Not only hyperons
but also the produced vector mesons are expected
be transversely polarized in the fragmentation region o
hadron-hadron collisions.For example,r6, r0, Kp1 in
the fragmentation regions ofpp collisions are expected to
be positively polarized. This is because the dominatin
contribution here is the meson containing aqP

y and aq̄T
s ,

and theqP
y should have a large probability to be upwards

polarized if the meson is going left. (D)Neither the
contribution from hadronization toPL nor that to AN

can be large. The former is a direct implication of the
results of measurements [8,13] ine1e2 ! L 1 X, which
show no significant transverse polarizationPL. The close
relation betweenAN andPH implies that the latter should
also be true. Presently, there are already data available
the processes mentioned in (A) and (B) [14,15], and bot
of them arein agreement with these associations. (D) is
consistent with the results [16] of the recent measuremen
of jet handedness at SLAC, which show that the spi
dependence of hadronization is very little. (C) can be
checked by future experiments.

Encouraged by these agreements, we continue to d
cuss the second case in which the produced hypero
has two valence quarks in common with the projec
tile and hence hyperons containing such common va
lence diquarks dominate the beam fragmentation regio
The most well-known process of this type isp 1 p !

L 1 X. To see whether, and if yes how, we can also un
derstand the existence ofPL in this process, we start again
from the single-spin processps"d 1 p ! L 1 X. We re-
call that the recent E704 data [5,6] show that, also forL,
there exists a significantAN in the beam fragmentation
region. At first sight, this result seems rather surprising
becauseL in the beam fragmentation region comes pre
dominately from the hadronization of the spin-0suydydP

of the projectile. How can a spin-0 object transfer the in
formation of polarization of the projectile to the produced
L? This question has been discussed [12] and a solutio
has been suggested in which associated production pla
an important role. It has been pointed out [12] that the
production of theL containing the spin-0suydydP and a
3609
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s is associated with the production of a Kaon containin

the remainingsua
ydP of the projectile and thēsT

s associ-
ated with the target. The information of polarization o
the projectile is carried by thesua

ydP so that the produced
K has a large probability to go left if the projectile is
upwards polarized. TheL has therefore a large proba-
bility to go right since the transverse momentum shou
be compensated. This explains why there should be a
a significantAN for L, and the available data [5,6] have
been reproduced successfully. According to this pictur
if the producedL is moving to the left in unpolarized
pp collision, the associatedK should mainly move to the
right. Hence, thesua

ydP contained in thisK should have a
large probability to be downwards polarized. SinceK is a
spin-0 object, thēsT

s should be upwards polarized. Hence
to get a negativePL, we need only to assume that the se
quark-antiquark pairsss̄s from the nucleon has opposite
transverse spins. Under this assumption, the polarizat
of the producedL is completely determined [17] by that
of the remainingsua

ydP which, together with āsT
s , forms

the associatively producedK1.
That the s and s̄ of the seasss̄s-pair have opposite

transverse spins should be considered as a further
plication of the existence ofPL in the above mentioned
picture. Whether this is indeed the case can and sho
be checked experimentally. Theoretically, it is quite dif
ficult to verify it since we are in the very smallx region
(see, e.g., [12]); the production of such pairs is of soft n
ture in general and cannot be calculated using perturbat
theory. It seems plausible since the sea quarks are pr
ucts of the dissociation of one or more gluons and gluo
are not transversely polarized. Here, we simply assum
this is true and discuss the consequences to see whe
they are consistent with the available data.

First, we made a similar analysis for the production o
other hyperons, and obtained qualitative results for the
PH ’s. They are all consistent with the available data [2]

Second, we made a quantitative estimation ofPL in
p 1 p ! L 1 X as a function ofxF . To do this, we
recall thatPLsxF j sd is defined as

PLsxF j sd ;
NLsxF , " j sd 2 NLsxF , # j sd
NLsxF , " j sd 1 NLsxF , # j sd

, (1)

whereNLsxF , i j sd is the number density ofL’s polarized
in the samesi  "d or opposite si  #d direction as
the normal of the production plane, at a given

p
s. It

is clear that the denominator is nothing else but th
number density ofL without specifying the polarization.
It contains all theL’s of different origins: those made
out of suydydP and asT

s [denoted byDL
2 sxF j sd in the

following], those of uP
y and sdsssdT or dP

y and susssdT

[denoted byDL
1 sxF j sd], those from resonances decay

and those from pure sea-sea interactions (denoted byN0).
Since uy or dy does not carry any information of the
spin of L, there is no contribution fromDL

1 sxF j sd to the
numerator, i.e., the differenceDNLsxF j sd. There is no
contribution toAN from the N0 part; hence we assume
3610
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that it does not contribute toPH either [18]. We take the
contribution fromS0 decay into account and obtain

DNLsxF j sd  CfDDL
2 sxF j sd 2

1
3

2X
i1

DDS0

i sxF j sdg .

(2)

Here DDH
i sxF j sd ; DH

i sxF , " j sd 2 DH
i sxF , # j sd (H 

L or S0). From the wave functions ofL, S0, and that
of proton, we obtain thatDDL

2 sxF j sd  2DL
2 sxF j sd,

and DDS0

1,2sxF j sd  s 2
3 , 3

5 dDS0

1,2sxF j sd. The extra factor
21y3 for the S0-decay terms comes from the relation
[19] PL  2s1y3dPS0 in this decay process. To calculate
the differentD’s and N0, which are determined by the
hadronization mechanisms, we simply used the direc
fusion model in [12], which successfully reproduced not
only the data of the cross section but also those ofAN .
By taking the same value for the only free parameterC as
that determined in [11,12] by fitting theAN data [5,6], we
obtained the result shown in Fig. 1.

Third, we derived a number of other consequences
of the picture without any further input. The following
are three examples which are closely related to the
assumption that thes and s̄ which take part in the
associated production are opposite in transverse spins.

(i) The polarization of the projectile and that ofL in
the fragmentation region ofp 1 p ! L 1 X should be
closely related to each other. In other words, the spin
transferDNN (i.e., the probability for the producedL to
be upwards polarized in the case that the projectile proton
is upwards polarized) is expected to be positive and large
for largexF . It is true that theud diquark which forms the
L is in a spin-zero state and thus carries no information
of polarization. But, according to the mechanism of
associated production, the polarization of the leftoveruP

y

determines the polarization of the projectile and that of the
ss quark which combines with theud diquark to form the
L. Hence, there should be a strong correlation betwee
the polarization of the proton and that of theL. The result
of a quantitative estimation is shown in Fig. 2.

(ii) PL in the beam fragmentation region ofS2 1 A !

L 1 X should be negative and much less significant

FIG. 1. Calculated results for the polarization ofL, PL, as a
function of xF . Data are taken from Refs. [20–22].
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FIG. 2. DNN as a function ofxF calculated using the proposed
picture for the case that the correlation between the spin of
sT

s [which forms together with thesuydydP
0,0 theL] and the spin

of the remaininguP
y of the projectile (which forms together with

the s̄T
s the associatedK1) is maximal. In this sense, it stands

for the upper limit of our expectation.

than that in p 1 p ! L 1 X. Here, the dominating
contributions are theL’s which consist ofsdysydP and
uT

s , dP
y andsusssdT , or sP

y andsusdsdT . Exactly the same
analysis as above forp 1 p ! L 1 X shows that the
L’s of the first two kinds are unpolarized, and those of th
third kind are positively polarized. Hence, if we exclud
the contribution fromS0 and Sp0 decay,PL should be
approximately zero for largexF and should be small but
positive in the middlexF region. TakingS0 andSp decay
into account, we expect a small negativePL for largexF .

(iii) Hyperon polarization in processes in which a vec
tor meson is associatively produced should be very mu
different from that in processes in which a pseudosca
meson is associatively produced. For example,PL in the
fragmentation region ofp 1 p ! L 1 K1 1 X should
be negative and its magnitude should be large, butPL

in the fragmentation region ofp 1 p ! L 1 Kp1 1 X
should be positive and its magnitude should be mu
smaller. This is because, in the latter case, using the sa
arguments as we used in the former case, we still obt
thatsua

ydP (contained inKp1) has a large probability to be
downwards polarized ifL is going left. But, in contrast
to the former case, thēsT

s here in theKp1 can be upwards
or downwards polarized sinceKp1 is a spin-1 object. If
s̄T

s is upwards polarized, the produced meson can be eit
a Kp or a K , and the correspondingL should be down-
wards polarized. But if̄sT

s is downwards polarized, the
produced meson can only be aKp1 and the corresponding
L should be upwards polarized, i.e.,PL . 0.

Presently, there are data available for the proces
mentioned in (i) and (ii) [6,23], and both of them are i
agreement with the above expectations. The predict
mentioned in (iii) is another characteristic feature of th
model and can be used as a crisp test of the picture.
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